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GENERAL NOTES 101 

Pheasant chases Fox.-Errington (Of Predation and Life, Iowa State University 
Press, 1967:222) proposed the theory that prospective prey displaying alertness towards 
predatory dangers yet conducting itself in a recognizably confident manner may dis- 
courage predators from attacking. The following incident seems to be an example of 
this phenomenon. 

On 5 June 1969, about 18:30, on Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pa., 1 
noticed a red fox (Vulpes fuha) walking through a grassy roadside ditch. A hen 
Ring-necked Pheasant (Phasianus c&&us) ran out of the ditch about 10 feet in 
front of the fox and onto the road. She stopped when about 20 feet from the fox and 
they looked at each other. A cock pheasant was standing in the grass about 15 feet 
on the other side of and about 1 foot above the fox. When the hen ran onto the road 
the cock stretched his neck and looked at the hen and fox. Then he walked straight 
towards the fox while extending himself to full height, half-flapping his wings, and 
making “clucking” sounds. The fox turned its head suddenly towards the cock and 
moved several steps away from him. They stared at each other for a few seconds and 
then the pheasant repeated the performance, this time coming within about 1 m of 
the fox. The fox then trotted off away from both pheasants, without a backward 
glance. 

Errington also stated that predatory vertebrates can surmise when an attempt is not 
worth the effort. In this instance the pheasant posed no danger to the fox, but its 
aggressive behavior seemed to cause the fox to leave the scene, although the distance 
between the two appeared to be small enough for the fox to attack if it had been so 
disposed. 

1 doubt that my presence scared the fox, as I was inside a truck about 100 yards 
away and had been parked 15 minutes before the fox appeared. I observed the hap- 
penings with 7 X 35 binoculars. 

Humphries and Driver (Science, 156:1767-1768, 1967) stated that protean behavior, 
unsystematic escape behavior, serves to confuse predators and allow prey to escape. 
It seems that confident and/or aggressive behavior on the part of the prey may also 
be an important factor in prey survival, as Errington stated, although the result may 

depend more on the relative sizes of predator and prey.-JOHN LUDWIG, Cooperative 

Wildlife Research, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 2 MO&L 1970. 

Predation on a netted bird by Smooth-hilled Anis.-On 21 February 1970 while 

netting seedeaters and doves at the edge of a field on the llanos of eastern Colombia 

85 km east of Villavicencio, we were surprised to observe a group of Smooth-billed Anis 

(Crotophaga ani) attacking and eating an immature male Blue-black Grassquit (Vola- 

tinia jacarina) that was caught in the net. The anis were not present near the net 

prior to our “drive” and must have come towards us from the adjacent plaintain patch 

while we were walking towards the net. At least eight anis were perched in the 

vegetation opposite the seedeater and several were observed to fly at it. Two anis 

became loosely trapped in the net near the seedeater but flew off as we came close. 

The rest of the anis also left, easily avoiding the net. In the few brief minutes before 

we reached them, the anis had decapitated the seedeater and devoured most of its 

skull. That the attack on the seedeater was intentional rather than the fortuitous action 

of frightened and entrapped anis is indicated by the coming of the anis to the net 

from the opposite direction, the flights at the seedeater before being flushed by our 


